Neurobiological theories of schizophrenia and related psychoses have increasingly emphasized impaired neuronal coordination (i.e., dysfunctional connectivity) as central to the pathophysiology. Although neuroimaging evidence has mostly corroborated these accounts, the basic mechanism(s) of reduced functional connectivity remains elusive. In this study, we examine the developmental trajectory and underlying mechanism(s) of dysfunctional connectivity by using gamma oscillatory power as an index of local and long-range circuit integrity. An early-onset psychosis group and a matched cohort of typically developing adolescents listened to monaurally presented click-trains, as whole-head magnetoencephalography data were acquired. Consistent with previous work, gamma-band power was significantly higher in right auditory cortices across groups and conditions. However, patients exhibited significantly reduced overall gamma power relative to controls, and showed a reduced ear-of-stimulation effect indicating that ipsiversus contralateral presentation had less impact on hemispheric power. Gamma-frequency oscillations are thought to be dependent on gamma-aminobutyric acidergic interneuronal networks, thus these patients' impairment in generating and/or maintaining such activity may indicate that local circuit integrity is at least partially compromised early in the disease process. In addition, patients also showed abnormality in long-range networks (i.e., ear-of-stimulation effects) potentially suggesting that multiple stages along auditory pathways contribute to connectivity aberrations found in patients with psychosis.
Introduction
Recent neuroimaging investigations have increasingly supported models positing disruption in system-level neuronal coordination (i.e., dysfunctional connectivity) as central to the underlying neurobiology of schizophrenia and other psychoses. Such models are also consistent with cognitive descriptions of psychosis, as the integration impairments found in various sensorimotor tasks and across all sensory modalities (Hemsley 1996; Silverstein et al. 1996; Gray 1998; Altshuler et al. 2004; Bombin et al. 2005) could emerge from dysfunctional connectivity between involved neural systems. Andreasen and colleagues have proposed that aberrant circuitry in cortical--cerebellar--thalamic--cortical loops impairs information processing in psychosis by disrupting temporal coordination amongst distributed brain systems (Andreasen et al. 1996; Andreasen 1997 Andreasen , 1998 . This disruption in coordinating mental activity, termed cognitive dysmetria, is argued to underlie sensory integration deficits as it would impoverish the capacity to integrate incoming stimuli with memory representations, which is necessary for developing adaptive responses given current environmental parameters (Andreasen et al. 1996 (Andreasen et al. , 1999 . By contrast, Friston and colleagues have emphasized local circuitry by suggesting that primary pathology lies in synaptic mechanisms mediating the normal operations of a given cortical region. Such abnormal synaptic connections are thought to arise at least partially from ascending neuromodulatory transmitter systems (e.g., dopamine, acetylcholine), which are known to modulate learning-based synaptic changes and be aberrant in psychotic disorders (Friston 1998) . Essentially, these abnormalities at the synaptic level would reduce the fidelity of neuronal interactions between constituent elements of a given mental act (i.e., brain areas), and eventually lead to further pathology in individual elements as a secondary consequence of abnormal input--output dynamics (Friston and Frith 1995; Friston 1998) .
Although pathological emphasis clearly differs amongst theoretical accounts of dysfunctional connectivity, current evidence concerning the underlying mechanism(s) is equally congruent with a variety of positions. On a generic level, the emergent phenomena of dysfunctional connectivity could be mediated by deficient white matter tracts between network elements (i.e., structural deficits), reduced utilization or fidelity of structurally normal neuronal tracts (i.e., purely functional deficits), or a combination of both structural and functional pathologies. Outside of the callosal area (Woodruff et al. 1995; Buchsbaum et al. 2006) , evidence for white matter tract abnormalities in schizophrenia and related psychoses is not remarkable. The increasing employment of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) should eventually yield decisive evidence on this point, but thus far applicable studies have reported mostly negative findings without truly consistent positive findings across studies (Kanaan et al. 2005; Kubicki et al. 2007 ). Essentially, for any brain region where abnormalities have been found in studies of schizophrenia, at least as many other comparable DTI studies have reported negative results for the same neural region (Kanaan et al. 2005) . By contrast, data supportive of functional connectivity deficits in psychosis are widespread in the literature. Initial evidence emerged through correlating interregional activation magnitudes using positronemission tomography, with adult patients exhibiting reduced functional connectivity amongst prefrontal and superior temporal regions, along with abnormally enhanced connectivity between posterior middle temporal and prefrontal cortices (Friston et al. 1996) . More recently, several groups have found corroborating evidence of abnormal connectivity in psychosis by correlating the voxel time series of functional-magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data. For example, Honey et al. (2005) observed reduced functional connectivity during a continuous performance task between medial superior frontal gyri and both cerebellar and anterior cingulate cortices. Lawrie et al. (2002) showed that auditory hallucinations in schizophrenia patients were associated with reduced fronto-temporal connectivity during a sentence completion task, whereas Boksman et al. (2005) demonstrated widespread unfocused interactions amongst right anterior cingulate and bilateral brain regions in a similar group of patients using a word fluency task. In controls, word fluency only elicited robust and highly localized interactions between right anterior cingulate and language-related areas of left temporal cortices (Boksman et al. 2005) . Lastly, a recent whole-brain analysis of functional connectivity during rest indicated a distributed widespread pattern of reduced neuronal interactions in patients with psychosis, suggesting aberrant connectivity may not be restricted to circumscribed areas or specific brain regions (Liang et al. 2006) .
Thus, substantial evidence implicates a predominantly functional connectivity disturbance in patients with psychosis. However, the neural mechanism(s) underlying or inducing such interregional interactions in the healthy brain, as well as their putative dysfunction in disease, remains an open question. Some have suggested that synchronous gamma oscillations may mediate interactions amongst elements of actively processing systems, by integrating the disparate aspects of stimulus processing performed by diverse regions of a distributed neural system (Singer and Gray 1995; Engel et al. 1997) . This would imply gamma-frequency oscillations are necessary or perhaps even inducing functional connectivity patterns observed in hemodynamic studies, and that abnormal neural interactions associated with psychosis could be a mere consequence of fundamental deficits in gamma-band neuronal activity (Lee et al. 2003a) . Several electroencephalography studies recently demonstrated reduced gamma activity and/or synchrony in chronic psychosis as well as first-episode schizophrenia, thus supporting the notion of impaired high-frequency cortical oscillations (Kwon et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2003b; Spencer et al. 2003 Spencer et al. , 2004 Symond et al. 2005) . Furthermore, post-mortem studies of psychosis patients have shown a 40% selective decrease (statistically unrelated to medication) in the axon terminal density of gamma-aminobutyric acidergic (GABA-ergic) interneurons that synapse exclusively with pyramidal cells (Pierri et al. 1999) . Such local networks of inhibitory interneurons are thought to be critical substrates for the production and maintenance of gamma oscillations, as they are known to function as GABA-gated pacemakers for neocortical oscillatory activity (Bragin et al. 1995; Whittington et al. 1995; Traub et al. 1996; Grothe and Klump 2000; Bartos et al. 2002; Porjesz et al. 2002 ).
In the current study, we investigated dysfunctional connectivity by focusing on auditory magnetic steady-state responses (SSR) in a group of normal adolescents and a group with earlyonset psychoses. Participants in our patient group had a diagnosis of schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or bipolar disorder with psychotic features. Pooling across specific diagnoses is justified in the sense that there are likely biological markers shared in common among specific manifestations of psychosis which relate more directly to psychosis (e.g., positive symptoms) than to other phenotypes (e.g., negative symptoms, mood instability). Indeed, evidence has shown that the age of achievement of early developmental milestones such as standing, walking, and potty training is predictive of both schizophreniform and nonschizophreniform psychosis later in life (Isohanni et al. 2001) . Data have further shown that early-onset psychotic, but not nonpsychotic mood disorders are associated with delays in language, social, and/or motor development (Sigurdsson et al. 1999) . Thus, by comparing across diagnoses, we aim to illuminate neurobiological correlates of psychosis which, unlike the unique symptomatology, are shared amongst disorders represented in our patient group.
To this end, we localized bilateral neural generators of the 40-Hz SSR and performed time--frequency analyses on the singletrial time series of each source to quantify gamma-band power elicited by a series of pulse trains (40/s) presented monaurally to each ear. The auditory SSR is most often elicited by trains of clicks or amplitude-modulated tones, and substantial evidence suggests that 40-Hz modulation rates evoke the strongest SSR in humans (Stapells et al. 1984; Hari et al. 1989; Boettcher et al. 2001 Boettcher et al. , 2002 . Prior studies have also indicated that the magnetic 40-Hz SSR localizes to primary auditory cortices (Pantev et al. 1996; Engelien et al. 2000; Teale et al. 2003) . Based on the theoretical relationship between gamma oscillations and dysfunctional connectivity, we hypothesized that adolescents with psychosis would exhibit reduced SSR gamma power bilaterally relative to age-and gender-matched controls. Although a decrease in high-frequency activity would implicate local dysfunction in GABA-ergic interneuronal networks, we also examined long-range circuitry by computing an ear-of-stimulation index per hemisphere that directly reflected 40-Hz power fluctuations associated with the ear stimulated.
Methods and Materials

Subject Selection
We studied 10 adolescents with psychosis (7 males) and 10 typically developing controls (4 males). The 2 groups did not differ statistically in education, sex, full-scale IQ, parental socioeconomic status, age at magnetoencephalography (MEG) scan, or handedness. Additional demographic information is provided in Table 1 . In the psychosis group, 3 patients were diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder, 3 with bipolar I disorder (with psychotic features), and the remaining 4 had schizophrenia. All patients were in outpatient treatment. At the time of study, one patient was unmedicated, one was taking only a psychostimulant, and 8 were taking multiple medications at least one of which was an atypical antipsychotic. Upon entering the study, all participants in the psychotic group were rediagnosed using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children-Present and Lifetime Version (Kaufman et al. 1997) , and a review of medical records. Exclusionary criteria included any medical illness affecting central nervous system function, confounding-dual diagnoses, neurological disorder, history of head trauma, and current substance abuse. Comparison subjects met the same exclusionary criteria, but had no history of Axis I disorder or first-degree relatives with an Axis I diagnosis; all were recruited from the local community. Informed consent was obtained in accord with guidelines of the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board.
Experimental Paradigm
Monaural trains consisting of 2-ms duration biphasic pulses were delivered every 25 ms for a total of 500 ms, as measured at the earpiece. These pulse trains were repeated every 1.5 s until >200 trials per ear had been collected. All stimuli were produced using E.A.R. TONE 3A (Cabot Safety Corporation, Indianapolis, IN) transducers with 6.25 m of polyurethane tubing (4.75 mm internal diameter) and foam earpiece inserts with 30 dB attenuation to exterior noise. Sound amplitude was 80-dB sound pressure level (SPL) as measured by a Bruel & Kjaer 2209 SPL meter and 4157 artificial ear. Throughout the paradigm, participants watched a silent video to promote a consistent state of alertness while supine in a magnetically shielded room (MSR).
Data Acquisition
With an acquisition bandwidth of 0.1--200 Hz, neuromagnetic responses were sampled in epoch mode at 678 Hz using a Magnes 3600 WH equipped with 248 first-order axial-gradiometers (4-D Neuroimaging, San Diego, CA). Each epoch was of 1000-ms duration, including a 200-ms prestimulus baseline. All MEG data were subjected to a global noise filter subtracting the external, nonbiological noise obtained through the MEG reference channels, and stowed for offline analyses. Prior to MEG measurement, 5 coils were attached to the subject's head and the locations of these coils, together with the 3 fiducial points and scalp surface, were determined with a 3-D digitizer (Fastrak 3SF0002, Polhemus Navigator Sciences, Colchester, VT). Once the subject was positioned inside the MSR, an electric current was fed to the coils. This induced a measurable magnetic field and allowed the coils to be localized in reference to the sensors. Because coil locations were also known in head coordinates, all MEG measurements could be transformed into a common coordinate system. With this coordinate system (including the scalp surface points) we coregistered each participant's MEG data with their structural T 1 -weighted MRI data (for MR acquisition parameters, see Rojas et al. 2005 ) using the BrainVoyager 2000 software (Version 4.9; Brain Innovations, The Netherlands).
MEG Source Analyses
Artifact rejection was based on a fixed threshold method (MEG level > 1.2 pT), supplemented with visual inspection. Artifact-free epochs from each condition were time-domain averaged and then digitally (forward/ backward Butterworth) bandpass-filtered 35--45 Hz to emphasize the 40-Hz SSR (Kwon et al. 1999; Ross et al. 2002; Teale et al. 2003) . For each participant, an equivalent-current-dipole (ECD) was used to model the neural generator of the contralateral 40-Hz response in each condition (i.e., left ear, right ear). To this end, contour maps were used to identify the subset of sensors covering both magnetic flux extrema of the SSR, which is the most prominent auditory response from 200-to 500-ms poststimulus elicited with this paradigm. Using this subset of sensors, we derived a temporal window of 25 ms duration centered on the maximum global field power (GFP) measurement of the SSR between 200-to 500-ms poststimulus. The GFP indicates the sum of squares of the magnetic measurements over the subset of sensors for each data point in the averaged and bandpass-filtered epoch. A spatiotemporal dipole-fit was then performed on the neural generator contralateral to acoustic stimulation using the Downhill-Simplex optimization algorithm (with 5 simplex turns) and a spherically symmetric conductor model. To be accepted as reliable, the resulting ECD solution had to meet the 0.90 goodness-of-fit criterion.
These dipoles were then combined into a single 2-source model for each participant, which was used to calculate an inverse spatial filter for deriving source waveforms for each trial of the raw MEG time series. This operation, termed source space projection (Tesche et al. 1995; Ross et al. 2000) , exploits the distinct sensitivity profile possessed by each element of the 248-sensor array to activity in a prespecified cortical patch (determined from the above described localizations), and thereby utilizes the raw field strength measurements across the array to calculate single waveforms per source indicating the current-strength (in nAm) time series within the specific tissue volume. In the current application, this procedure generated 2 source waveforms (i.e., a contralateral and ipsilateral generator) for each condition per participant. Previous investigations using beamformer approaches, which do not require a priori assumptions regarding source configurations, have demonstrated single-dipoles to be sufficient for modeling the activation of auditory cortices (e.g., Herdman et al. 2003) and thus support the validity of the present analysis. The use of source waveforms confers a significant advantage in signal processing, as averaging across independent sensors reduces intrinsic sensor noise resulting in waveforms with higher signal-to-noise ratios relative to the magnetic field waveforms . Moreover, conducting subsequent processing, such as time--frequency analyses, on source-versus sensorwaveforms allows greater specificity in regard to neuronal processing in a circumscribed brain region, as measurements are less sensitive to electromagnetic sources in other neural areas.
MEG Spectral Analyses
In each participant, single-trial source waveform data per condition were transformed into the time--frequency domain using complex demodulation (Papp and Ktonas 1977; Hoechstetter et al. 2004 ). The resulting spectral density power estimations were then averaged over trials to generate time--frequency displays of complex spectral density (final resolution: 2.5 Hz at 20 ms). These data were then normalized by dividing the power value of each poststimulus time--frequency bin by the respective frequency's baseline power (see Fig. 1 ), calculated as the mean power from 140-to 20-ms prestimulus onset. Using such a temporal window helped to minimize the influence of filtering artifacts on baseline power calculations. The relative mean 40 Hz power from 200-to 500-ms poststimulus was then determined for contralateral and ipsilateral generators in each condition and participant. This poststimulus window was chosen to focus analyses on the SSR rather than transient evoked components based on prior published data (Ross et al. 2002) ; however, the validity of this window for SSR calculations was also readily discernible from these data (Fig. 1) . For exploratory purposes, we also applied these analytic procedures to calculate the relative mean power for both 20-and 30-Hz bands during this same time period. The Brain Electrical Source Analysis software (BESA 5.1.4; MEGIS Software GmbH, Germany) was used for all MEG preprocessing, source modeling, and time--frequency decompositions.
Statistical Analysis SPSS for Windows (Release 11.0.1) was used for statistical analyses. Significance tests were 2 tailed and evaluated at 0.05 alpha. Type III sums of squares were used for analysis of variance (ANOVA) models. Group differences on demographic variables were examined through independent Student's t-tests, whereas source location and peak latency differences were assessed using 2 3 2 mixed-model ANOVAs (i.e., hemisphere-by-group). Our primary comparisons involving relative mean 40-Hz power estimations, for the 200-to 500-ms poststimulus window, were analyzed in a 2 3 2 3 2 mixed-model ANOVA design, with ear stimulated and hemisphere as within-subjects variables, and group as the between-subjects variable. This 3-way design was also utilized in exploratory analyses of the 20-and 30-Hz bands, and to probe for baseline power differences in each frequency bin.
Results
Source Location and Latency
To examine group differences in functional organization, we conducted a mixed-model ANOVA for each coordinate dimension. These results indicated no significant main effects of hemisphere or group, and no group-by-hemisphere interaction effects for X-(medial--lateral), Y-(anterior--posterior), or Zcoordinate (superior--inferior) locations. In contrast, an overall group effect of peak latency F 1,18 = 5.88 (P < 0.05) was detected, which showed that SSR reached maximum power significantly later in the patient group (see Fig. 2 ). This analysis did not indicate a significant effect of hemisphere or an interaction effect for measures of peak SSR latency.
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Forty-Hertz Power Estimations
The main effect of ear stimulated was not significant, but both hemisphere and group effects were significant (see Fig. 3 ). The hemisphere effect indicated significantly greater 40 Hz power for right-hemispheric generators across groups F 1,18 = 18.23 (P < 0.001), whereas the between-subjects effect showed significantly reduced overall 40 Hz power in patients relative to controls, F 1,18 = 9.79 (P < 0.01). Neither of the 2-term interaction effects involving group were significant, but the ear stimulated-by-hemisphere interaction was significant F 1,18 = 5.33 (P < 0.05), and follow-up tests indicated that right ear stimulation elicited more left-hemispheric 40 Hz power across groups, t(19) = 2.59 (P < 0.02). In right auditory cortices, ipsiversus contralateral stimulation showed no overall effect on 40 Hz power. Lastly, the 3-way interaction effect approached significance but did not satisfy our minimum criteria for alpha, F 1,18 = 3.40 (P < 0.10).
Given the evidence for aberrant long-range connectivity in schizophrenia and other psychoses (e.g., Andreasen et al. 1996) , we wanted to assess the overall ''ear-of-stimulation'' effect on 40 Hz power in right and left auditory cortices. To this end, we computed an ear-of-stimulation index (within-subject) for each hemisphere that reflected 40-Hz power difference as a function of ear stimulated. These measures were entered into a 2 3 2 mixed-model ANOVA (i.e., ear stimulated-by-group), which revealed that ear-of-stimulation effects did not differ statistically for right and left auditory cortices and that this held consistent across groups. In contrast, the main effect of group was significant F 1,18 = 6.99 (P < 0.02) indicating that the overall effect of contra-versus ipsilateral acoustic stimulation was reduced in adolescents with psychosis.
Twenty-Hertz, 30-Hz, and Baseline Power Estimations
To scrutinize the specificity and basis of these 40-Hz findings, we performed a series of exploratory 3-way ANOVA analyses (ear stimulated, hemisphere, and group) examining baseline Figure 2 . Peak latency of 40-Hz SSR generators. Estimated marginal means of peak SSR latency (in ms) are shown on the ordinate, with data for left and right auditory cortices graphed separately on the abscissa (patients in black; controls in gray). Error bars depict one standard error of the mean. Only the group main effect was significant, indicating 40-Hz SSR reached maximum power substantially later in adolescents with early-onset psychosis relative to their normally developing peers (P \ 0.05). Figure 1 . Synopsis of data processing procedure. For each participant, contralateral 40-Hz generators were localized using single-ECDs (one per condition) and subsequently combined into a single 2-source model. Source space projection was then applied to this model so that the 248-sensor magnetic time series, corresponding to each condition, was collapsed into 2 waveforms per trial reflecting the current-strength of each cortical patch (ipsi-and contralateral to the ear stimulated). Next, a time--frequency analysis was performed on the single-trial current-strength waveforms of each participant, and these values were averaged per source and condition and then normalized with respect to their prestimulus baseline (shown above). Finally, for each participant and condition, the relative mean 40 Hz power per generator was calculated for the 200-to 500-ms interval to focus analyses on the 40-Hz SSR. The data depicted above is from a representative control adolescent and appears in neurological convention. The 40-Hz auditory SSR generators and their normalized time--frequency output from each condition have been overlaid onto the subject's 3D rendition. In each time--frequency plot, latency is shown on the abscissa (0 ms 5 first pulse in train), frequency on the ordinate, and color represents the degree and direction of power fluctuation (blue 5 decrease; yellow 5 no change; red 5 increase). As shown, the SSR clearly emerges at~200 ms and begins to dissipate~500-ms poststimulus. In addition, 40-Hz responses in each hemisphere were stronger for contralateral ear stimulations, and of all frequencies computed, the 40-Hz frequency bin clearly showed the largest poststimulus power increase. See text for further description of methodological procedures. 
Discussion
We examined contra-and ipsilateral generators of the auditory 40-Hz SSR in a group of healthy adolescents, and a matched sample with psychosis. Across these groups, gamma-band SSR were significantly stronger in right relative to left auditory cortices and showed a right ear advantage for left-hemispheric source power, both of which are consistent with previous data from normal adult participants (Ross et al. 2005) . With regard to primary hypotheses, our results indicated that gamma power was significantly weaker and peaked later in adolescents with psychosis relative to their normally developing peers. These findings extend previous reports of gamma abnormalities associated with schizophrenia and other psychoses (Kwon et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2003b; Spencer et al. 2003 Spencer et al. , 2004 Symond et al. 2005 ) to early-onset psychoses. Finally, we observed a reduced ear-of-stimulation effect in adolescent patients, which may indicate that anomalous long-range neuronal tracts contribute to the connectivity disturbances often associated with psychosis. Below, we discuss the implications of these findings for dysfunctional connectivity accounts of psychosis (e.g., Andreasen et al. 1996; Friston 1998) , with a particular focus on the overall landscape of cortical connectivity.
Our finding of right greater than left gamma power is largely consistent with a recent MEG study investigating laterality of auditory neural responses in normal adults (Ross et al. 2005) . Using monaural and binaural stimulation paradigms, Ross et al. (2005) demonstrated that all auditory components (i.e., transient gamma-band, P1m, N1m, 40-Hz SSR, and sustained responses) showed laterality toward the contralateral hemisphere during monaural stimulation. However, during binaural stimulation, only the sustained response and SSR showed significant laterality indexes, with both indicating right-hemispheric dominance (Ross et al. 2005) . Our main effect of greater righthemispheric gamma-band power is analogous to these findings, and also corroborates other studies detecting the same effect while investigating other aspects of the SSR (e.g., Schneider et al. 2002; Hertrich et al. 2004) . Although the functional significance of auditory SSR is not fully understood, this righthemispheric dominance is thought to reflect the broad hemispheric specialization dichotomy of rapid temporal processing (e.g., speech) in left and envelope processing (e.g., music) in right auditory cortices (Tervaniemi and Hugdahl 2003) . By comparison, our across group finding of a right ear advantage for left-hemispheric source power is far less consistent with previous reports. Ross et al. (2005) showed a significant left ear advantage for right-hemispheric power, but only a trend toward a right ear advantage in left auditory cortices (i.e., the reverse pattern of our data). However, we believe that this difference is largely attributable to the fact that normally developing adolescents exhibit increased within-group variance, as well as to the inclusion of patient data in all analyses due to our primary focus being between-group effects. In actuality, the asymmetry pattern reported by Ross et al. (2005) is remarkably similar to control data shown in Figure 3 .
The overall reduction in 40 Hz power exhibited by adolescents with psychosis is our most important finding, as it indicates gamma abnormalities emerge early in the disease process and conveys crucial information concerning the underlying nature of connectivity disruptions in psychosis. Previous hemodynamic studies of psychotic adults have shown reduced functional connectivity amongst constituent elements of task-specific neural networks (Friston et al. 1996; Lawrie et al. 2002; Boksman et al. 2005; Honey et al. 2005) , but DTI studies in the same population have not yet provided consistent evidence for structural tract aberrations as a potential substrate (Kanaan et al. 2005; Kubicki et al. 2007 ). Thus, the gamma-band abnormalities detected in these adolescents, and those previously reported in adult patients (Lee et al. 2003a (Lee et al. , 2003b Spencer et al. 2003; O'Donnell et al. 2004; Symond et al. 2005) , may reflect the same basic mechanisms detected in hemodynamic The estimated marginal means for the patient group are shown in black, whereas those for controls appear in gray. Error bars depict one standard error of the mean. As shown, adolescent patients exhibited a significant (P \ 0.01) reduction in overall 40 Hz power relative to matched controls. In addition, when collapsed across groups and conditions, 40 Hz power was significantly stronger in right relative to left auditory cortices (P \ 0.001). There was also an ear stimulated-by-hemisphere interaction effect (P \ 0.05), which indicated right ear stimulation elicited more left-hemispheric 40 Hz power across the 2 groups. Lastly, the significantly reduced ear-of-stimulation effect found in patients (P \ 0.02) is also easily discernable from these data.
Cerebral Cortex February 2008, V 18 N 2 375 studies of dysfunctional connectivity in psychosis. Essentially, given the largely negative findings from DTI, interregional connectivity may be preserved in schizophrenia but not efficiently utilized because of a reduced capacity to generate and/or maintain high-frequency oscillatory activity, which although speculative could be mediated by an inherent lack of local inhibitory functioning (Pierri et al. 1999) . Multiple investigators have further described significant correlations between distinct gamma-based indexes (e.g., synchronicity, phaselocking) and other symptom dimensions in patients with chronic schizophrenia (Lee et al. 2003b; Spencer et al. 2004) , thus making the important connection with behavioral symptomatology. Lastly, it is worth noting that our 40-Hz click-train maximally entrained intrinsic gamma-frequency oscillators significantly earlier in normally developing adolescents, which supports a previous report using the same stimulus in schizophrenic adults (Kwon et al. 1999 ) and corroborates the notion of an inherent deficiency in generating gamma-band activity in psychosis.
Although local circuit integrity was the primary focus of this study, we also utilized the distinctive architecture of early neural pathways serving the auditory system (i.e., the incomplete decussation) to investigate more long-range connectivity patterns beyond the neocortex. By computing a contra-versus ipsilateral stimulation metric for each SSR generator, we found a significantly reduced overall ear-of-stimulation effect in adolescents with psychosis. This finding suggests that abnormal connectivity is not confined to cortical regions in psychosis, but may actually involve some of the central nervous system's earliest pathways. However, given the nature of these data, it is unclear whether this reduction in asymmetry is primarily attributable to long-range connectivity aberrations, or simply irregular patterns of auditory tract decussation. To our knowledge, functional connectivity along these pathways has not been directly examined in previous studies of schizophrenia or other psychoses (irrespective of age), which is surprising given the straightforward implications such abnormality would hold for observable symptomatology (e.g., deficient sound localization). Thus, although intriguing, this finding needs to be further scrutinized by future investigators, as well as extended to other auditory stimuli and potentially to other sensory modalities where unilateral stimulation is known to evoke bilateral activation (e.g., somatosensory system). Due to the temporal dynamics of the SSR, including its late peak (i.e., after 200 ms) and prolonged duration (i.e., 200--500 ms), potential callosal contributions in generating and/or sustaining ipsilateral gamma activity will need to be carefully probed in future work, especially given the corpus callosum anomalies known to be associated with psychosis (Woodruff et al. 1995; Buchsbaum et al. 2006 ).
In conclusion, our primary findings indicate a specific abnormality in the production and/or maintenance of bilateral auditory 40-Hz activity in adolescents with early-onset psychosis. We believe that reduced quantities of GABA-ergic interneurons or functional synapses may be the neural mechanism underlying this impairment due to the known role of such cells in generating high-frequency activity. Overall, these findings augment current dysfunctional connectivity theories of psychosis (Andreasen et al. 1996 Friston 1998 ) by supplying evidence of local circuitry aberrations early in the disease process, as well as inaugural data suggesting functionally abnormal neural tracts connecting higher systems with the initial sensory interface. A currently widespread belief in neurophysiology holds that gamma oscillations are crucial to coordinating information processing; thus, impairment in generating high-frequency activity could be expressed as a failure to integrate information elements processed by disparate brain regions. Such a mechanism would be consistent with the corpus of hemodynamic data supporting aberrant cortical coordination in psychosis, as these methods are unable to distinguish the locus of functional connectivity impairments (i.e., aberrant neuronal tracts and/or local circuitry deficits). In light of postmortem work (Pierri et al. 1999) , we believe that this is an important consideration as a local circuit dysfunction could impair long-range communication over intact neuronal tracts, and ultimately yield the overall pattern of dysfunctional connectivity and disintegration symptomatology commonly found in psychosis patients.
To close, it is important to recognize limitations of this work including the small sample size, inherent difficulty of diagnostic specificity in cases of early-onset psychosis, and the relatively unknown effects of medication on neuronal indices, all of which limit the generalizability of these findings. One of the principle limitations of the study is that although sufficiently powered to detect differences between adolescents with and without a history of psychosis, the sample was too small to adequately address whether differences in gamma-band power might exist between subjects with mood-related psychoses and schizophreniform psychoses. Prior studies that used identical stimuli have reported power reductions in the adult form of each disorder relative to well-matched control groups (e.g., Kwon et al. 1999; O'Donnell et al. 2004 ). Thus, we believe the similarity of findings across these studies indicates that such differences, if they exist, will be small, necessitating rather large samples in any follow-up investigation attempting direct comparisons. As such, we do not assert in this study that there is any evidence for a difference or lack thereof in gamma-band power between various psychotic subgroups. In regard to medication, it is worth noting that Hong et al. (2004) reported reduced gamma-band power in nonmedicated first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients compared with healthy controls, and a significant inverse correlation between 40 Hz power and dosage of typical, but not atypical, antipsychotic medications in adult patients (Hong et al. 2004 ). Moreover, their atypically medicated patients with schizophrenia actually showed significantly greater 40 Hz power relative to the control group (Hong et al. 2004) , which clearly argues against attributing our findings to medication effects as all patients on antipsychotic drugs (i.e., 8/10) were taking the atypical type at the time of study. A final caveat to this and related work is that functional connectivity aberrations cannot be considered specific to psychosis as they have been reported in other conditions that share significant symptomatology (e.g., autistic disorder; Just et al. 2004 ). This overall pattern could indicate that such anomalies in neural connectivity, whether quantified through DTI, fMRI, MEG, or another methodology, are better understood as neurobiological markers of nonspecific risk factors or features of the symptomatology which, like the behavioral symptoms themselves, are shared across some neurodevelopmental disorders.
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